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Reactions of neutral Vn, Nbn, and Tan metal clusters �n�11� with CO+H2 mixed gases and CH3OH
in a flow tube reactor �1–50 Torr� are studied by time of flight mass spectroscopy and density
functional theory calculations. Metal clusters are generated by laser ablation, and reactants and
products are ionized by low fluence ��200 �J /cm2� 193 nm excimer laser light. Nbn clusters
exhibit strong size dependent reactivity in reactions both with CO+H2 and CH3OH compared with
Vn and Tan clusters. A “magic number” �relatively intense� mass peak at Nb8COH4 is observed in
the reaction of Nbn clusters with CO+H2, and CH3OH is suggested to be formed. This feature at
Nb8COH4 remains the most intense peak independent of the relative concentrations of CO and H2

in the flow tube reactor. No other Nbn, Tan, or Vn feature behaves in this manner. In reactions of
CH3OH with metal clusters Mn �M=V, Nb, and Ta, n=3–11�, nondehydrogenated products
MnCOH4 /MnCH3OH are only observed on Nb8 and Nb10, whereas dehydrogenated products
MnCO /CMnO are observed for all other clusters. These observations support the suggestion that
CH3OH can be formed on Nb8 in the reaction of Nbn with CO+H2. A reaction mechanism is
suggested based on the experimental results and theoretical calculations of this work and of those
in the literature. Methanol formation from CO+H2 on Nb8 is overall barrierless and
thermodynamically and kinetically favorable. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2813348�

I. INTRODUCTION

Methanol synthesis from carbon monoxide and hydro-
gen,

CO + 2H2 → CH3OH ��H298 = − 91 kJ/mol� , �1�

is an important industrial process, and it offers a clear eco-
nomic and political advantage compared with oil refining.1

Methanol is not only an essentially fundamental feedstock
for the chemical industry but it is also a clean liquid fuel and
can be utilized in automobiles and other �e.g., fuel cell�
applications.2–4 The syngas �CO+H2� catalytic reaction to
produce CH3OH has attracted deep interest for nearly a
century.5,6 Most catalysis studies are focused on condensed
phase reactions, but a few studies are done with gas phase
systems.7–9 Clusters are good models to simulate active sites
of complex solid state catalysts. Molecular level mechanisms
for condensed phase catalytic reactions may be understood
through the study of gas phase model reactions. Moreover,
theoretical calculations can be used to help us in the inter-
pretation of experimental results and the prediction of de-
tailed reaction mechanisms for finite cluster systems.

A number of studies have been carried out for the reac-
tion of Mn �M=V and Nb� with CO and H2, and a brief
review for these systems is given below. Neutral transition

metal clusters �Mn� are typically generated by laser ablation
of the metal10 and two different apparatuses are employed to
investigate their reactivity. One is called a fast flow or flow
tube reactor,11–14 and the other is called a pickup cell.15–19

The major difference between the two cells is that seeded
reactant gas �A, B, etc.� in a large amount of inert buffer gas
��1–50 Torr� is used in the flow tube reactor, while low
pressure ��1 mTorr� pure reactant gas is used in the pickup
cell. As a result, collision intermediates �MnA� can be stabi-
lized by the buffer gas in the flow tube reactor and reactant
species can be additionally cooled. There is no buffer gas to
stabilize the intermediates in the pickup cell so MnA either
directly dissociates �Mn+A�, undergoes further reactive dis-
sociation �C+D ,C and D�A�, or is detected in a metastable
state.20 Consequently, the chemistry in a pickup cell occurs at
a much higher temperature �T�700 K� than that in a flow
tube reactor �T�300 K�.

Reactions of neutral Nbn clusters with CO and D2 in a
flow tube reactor have been reported by Morse et al.,21 Kal-
dor and co-workers,22,23 and Bérces et al.24 The reactivity of
Nbn with CO smoothly increases for n�3 with no adsorbed
products detected for n=1 and 2. The reaction with D2 is
observed as a function of cluster size. Nb8, Nb10, and Nb16

are far less reactive than their neighbor Nbn clusters in the
reaction with D2. Holmgren et al.25 have studied the reaction
of Nbn with CO in a pickup cell experiment. The first CO
adsorption probability exhibits a strong size dependence anda�Electronic mail: erb@lamar.colostate.edu.
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Nb10 shows very low reactivity with CO. Their results are
different from those for a flow tube experiment in which no
drop in reactivity of Nb10 is observed. Reactions of Vn with
CO and D2 �separately� have also been studied in both flow
tube22 and pickup19 cell experiments. Strong size dependent
reactivity is observed with D2 but not with CO. No reports
are found for the reaction of Tan with CO and D2 /H2, and
only reactions with nitrogen, benzene, and aliphatic hydro-
carbons are investigated for Tan.20,26–28

Previous flow tube reactor studies21–23 suggest that H2 is
dissociatively absorbed on Mn �M=V,Nb, . . . �, while CO is
initially molecularly absorbed on Mn clusters. Following ini-
tial molecular adsorption, CO can be dissociatively adsorbed
on a metal cluster in an activated reaction by surmounting a
reaction barrier. This chemistry is probably associated with
the high CO bond strength �11.1 eV Ref. 29� and the cooling
effect of buffer gas in a flow tube reactor. Thus, a cluster Mn

can support and/or trap CO and facilitate a CO reaction with
atomic hydrogen that is supposed to be active partly due to
weak bonding between metal and hydrogen.21

Reactions of Mn �M=V and Nb� with CO and H2 sepa-
rately are widely investigated in the literature, but the reac-
tion of metal clusters with mixed CO+H2 has not been pre-
viously studied. In this report, we discuss, in particular, the
reaction of CO+H2 with metal clusters Vn, Nbn, and Tan in a
flow tube reactor. We suggest that the Nb8 cluster is special
in this group of metal clusters, in that Nb8+CO+2H2

→Nb8CH3OH. This finding is based on three observations:
�1� The Nb8CO�H2�2 cluster is the most abundant cluster for
all Nb8�CO�x�H2�y �x=1,2, and y=1,2 ,3 , . . .� clusters, inde-
pendent of the concentration of H2 for a given CO concen-
tration. �2� Only Nb8 and Nb10 clusters do not completely
dehydrogenate CH3OH. �3� Nb8COH4 /Nb8CH3OH is the
only cluster that shows both dehydrogenation and a stable
adsorbed species. These observations are supported by den-
sity functional theory �DFT� calculations of structures, fre-
quencies, and reaction pathways.

II. PROCEDURES

A. Experimental

These experiments are carried out in both a flow tube
reactor and a pickup cell. The pickup cell setup has been
described previously,20 and the design of our flow tube reac-
tor is similar to the one adopted by Geusic et al.11 A short
summary of our flow tube experimental equipment is given
below.

The vacuum system includes two vacuum chambers: the
reaction chamber, which is for cluster generation and reac-
tion, and the mass chamber, which is for detection of reac-
tants and products. The two chambers are separated by a
skimmer. The motivation for this two chamber design is to
maintain a low pressure �10−6–10−7 Torr� in the mass cham-
ber. Mn clusters are generated by laser ablation with a fo-
cused 532 nm laser �Nd3+:yttrium aluminum garnet, 10 Hz,
5–8 mJ/pulse, and 8 ns duration� onto a 12 mm diameter
spring loaded metal disk �M=V �99.7%�, Nb �99.8%�, and
Ta �99.99%�, Sigma-Aldrich� in the presence of high purity
�99.995%, Spectra Gas� pulsed helium carrier gas controlled

by a R. M. Jordan supersonic nozzle. A translational and
rotational �spiral� motion of the disk is managed by a single
motor �Maxon� that is powered by a homemade controller
with a wide range of speed adjustment. Metal clusters are
formed in an adjustable length gas channel with a “waiting
room” upstream.15 Typical dimensions used in this system
are 3 mm diameter by 5 mm length for the waiting room and
1.8 mm diameter by 44 mm length for the rest of the chan-
nel. The gas channel is coupled directly to a tube/reactor
�stainless steel, 6.3 mm inner diameter by 76 mm length�.
The reactant gases, CO and H2 �99.8% without further puri-
fication, General Air�, and CH3OH �99.9%, Sigma-Aldrich�
are mixed with helium and injected into the reactor by a
second pulsed valve �General Valve, series 9� with a pulse
duration of about 1 ms. The delay time between the two
valve openings is optimized to yield best product signals.
Pressure in the flow tube reactor is estimated to be about
14 Torr in the presence of a reactant gas pulse. After reaction
of Mn with CO+H2 or CH3OH in the reactor, reactants,
products, and the buffer gases are expanded into the first
chamber ��10−3–10−4 Torr� to form a molecular beam. The
beam enters the vacuum of the second, detection mass spec-
trometer chamber ��10−6–10−7 Torr� through a 5 mm diam-
eter skimmer. The clusters and products in the beam are ion-
ized by a 193 nm excimer laser �10 mm by 2 mm rectangle,
�200 �J /cm2�. Ions are accelerated and detected by a time
of flight mass spectrometer, and signals are recorded and
averaged typically for 2500 laser shots by a digital storage
oscilloscope �Tektronix TDS5032B�.

B. Calculational

Neutral, cationic, and anionic niobium clusters have
been investigated by DFT calculations of their
structures,30–33 binding energies,30 and reaction
pathways.34,35 In this study, calculations include geometry
optimizations, vibrational frequency determination for the
neutral Nbn cluster, related Nbn /CO /H2 adsorption clusters,
and the transition states of the reaction pathway. These DFT
calculations are performed employing Becke’s exchange36

and Perdew-Wang correlation37 functional, denoted as
BPW91, within the GAUSSIAN 03 package.38 The LANL2DZ
basis set, which involves the Los Alamos effective core po-
tential plus a double zeta basis set, is employed to model the
niobium atom, and the standard 6-311+G�2d , p� basis set
has been used to model carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen at-
oms. All calculations are carried out with the GAUSSIAN 03

program.38

III. RESULTS

A. Reactions of Mn with CO+H2

Mass spectra for the neutral Nbn cluster distribution �n
=7–10�, reactions of Nbn clusters �n=7–10� with 50 ppm
CO, 1.5% H2, and 92 ppm CO+0.2% H2 in a flow tube
reactor are shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1�a�, the mass spectrum
of bare metal Nbn �n=7–10� clusters is presented. Some
carbide and oxide clusters are observed in the mass spectrum
because carbon and oxygen impurities are difficult to remove
in our experiments, even if high purity helium carrier gas
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�99.995%� is employed for the expansion. For the reaction of
Nbn clusters with 50 ppm CO, primary and secondary ad-
sorption products, NbnCO and Nbn�CO�2, are both detected
for n�3; only the n=7–10 cluster range is plotted in Fig.
1�b�. With a 1.5% H2 /He gas mixture added to the flow tube
reactor, one or more hydrogen molecules can adsorb on the
Nbn clusters for n�3 and n�8 and 10, as seen in Fig. 1�c�.
Nb8 and Nb10 are inert in the reaction with H2 under these
experimental conditions. Reaction of Nbn clusters with a

mixture of CO and H2 yields observed products NbnH2k �n
�3 and n�8 and 10, k=1,2 ,3 , . . .� and NbnCOH2k �n�3
and n�10, k=1,2 ,3 , . . .�, as shown in Fig. 1�d�. Note that a
relatively intense mass peak around the Nb8 cluster is iden-
tified as Nb8COH4.

Mass spectra for the reaction of Nbn �n=7–10� with
92 ppm CO+5%, 1%, and 0.2% H2 are presented in Fig. 2.
Nb8COH4 is always much stronger than its neighbor peaks
Nb8COH2k �k=1,3 ,4 , . . . � when H2 concentration changes

FIG. 1. �Color online� Product distri-
bution for bare Nbn �n=7–10� metal
clusters �a�, the reactions of Nbn �n
=7–10� with 50 ppm CO �b�, 1.5%
H2 �c�, and 92 ppm CO+0.2% H2

�d� in a flow tube reactor. Ionization
is by a 193 nm laser at a fluence of
200 �J /cm2. �, �, �, �, and � in-
dicate carbide impurities, oxide im-
purities, NbnCO, Nbn�CO�2, and
NbnCOH4, respectively. Note that
hydrogen adsorbs on Nb7,9 clusters
more readily than on Nb8,10.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Product distri-
bution for the reaction of Nbn �n
=7–10� with 92 ppm CO and 5%
�a�, 1% �b�, and 0.2% �c� H2 in a
flow tube reactor. Ionization is by a
193 nm laser at a fluence of
200 �J /cm2. �, �, �, and � indi-
cate carbide impurities, oxide impu-
rities, NbnCO, and Nb8COH4, re-
spectively. Note that the relative
intensities of Nb7COH2k and
Nb9COH2k �k=1,2 ,3 , . . . � change as
the hydrogen concentration is varied,
while this is not the case for
Nb8COH2k. Additionally, hydrogen
adsorbs on Nb7,9 clusters more
readily than on Nb8,10.
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from 0.2% to 5%; however, other Nbn �n�3 and n�8 and
10� clusters adsorb more hydrogen molecules as the hydro-
gen concentration is increased. For example, the strongest
signal switches from Nb7COH2 to Nb7COH6 as the H2 con-
centration is increased from 0.2% to 5%, as shown in Figs.
2�c� and 2�a�. Because NbnCOH4 has the same mass number
as a NbnO2 impurity, pure helium gas is injected in the flow
tube reactor as a reference; the NbnO2 signal contribution is
negligible.

Mass spectra for the reaction of Mn �M=V, Nb, and Ta,
n=7–10� clusters with 92 ppm CO+0.2% H2 in a flow tube
reactor are plotted in Fig. 3. Mass resolution for Tan clusters
in Fig. 3�c� is reduced due to the high mass of Tan clusters
�1267 amu for Ta7 and 1810 amu for Ta10� compared to that
of Vn or Nbn clusters. Hydrogen molecule adsorption prod-
ucts on Mn and MnCO �M=V and Ta, n�3� clusters are
observed, and V8,10 clusters show low reactivity toward H2.
For other clusters, no size dependent behavior is identified,
as shown in Fig. 3. These observations are different from
those for reaction of H2 with Nbn and NbnCO, presented in
Fig. 1�d�.

B. Reaction of Mn with CH3OH

Product yields for Mn �M=V, Nb, and Ta� reacting with
CH3OH /He in a flow tube reactor are displayed in Fig. 4.
Mass resolution in Fig. 4�c� is low due to the high mass of
Tan clusters. In the reaction of Nbn with CH3OH, primary
and secondary adsorption products are fully dehydrogenated
to form NbnCO and Nbn�CO�2 for n�3 and n�8 and 10.
For the Nb10 cluster, only nondehydrogenated products are
detected as Nb10COH4 /Nb10CH3OH and

Nb10�COH4�2 /Nb10�CH3OH�2 in our experiment. For the
Nb8 cluster, both nondehydrogenated products
Nb8COH4 /Nb8CH3OH and Nb8�COH4�2 /Nb8�CH3OH�2

and fully dehydrogenated products Nb8CO and Nb8�CO�2

are observed simultaneously in mass spectra shown in Fig.
4�b�. Fully dehydrogenated products MnCO and Mn�CO�2

�n=3–11� are only identified in the reaction of Vn and Tan

clusters with CH3OH, as seen in Figs. 4�a� and 4�c�. For the
reaction of Vn, Nbn, and Tan �n=3–11� clusters with
CH3OH, nondehydrogenated products are only observed for
Nb8 and Nb10; all other clusters in this study yield fully
dehydrogenated product clusters.

C. Pickup cell experiments

Reactions of Mn �M=V, Nb, and Ta� with mixed gases
CO+H2 in a pickup cell are also explored. Only CO ad-
sorbed products MnCO are observed for all the pickup cell
experiments. Note that Nb10CO is relatively weaker than
other NbnCO �n�10� products, as observed by Holmgren et
al.25 MnCO �M=V, Nb, and Ta� clusters are the only ob-
served products for reactions of Mn with CH3OH in the
pickup cell. These species are fully dehydrogenated from
MnCH3OH clusters. No product is detected for the Nb10

cluster.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Reaction of Nbn clusters with CH3OH

Three types of reactions are identified for the interaction
of Nbn cluster with CH3OH in the flow tube reactor experi-
ments presented in Fig. 4�b�. First, fully dehydrogenated

FIG. 3. �Color online� Product distri-
bution for the reaction of Vn �a�, Nbn

�b�, and Tan �c� �n=7–10� with
92 ppm CO+0.2% H2 in a flow tube
reactor. Ionization is by a 193 nm la-
ser at a fluence of 200 �J /cm2. �,
�, �, and � indicate carbide impu-
rities, oxide impurities, MnCO, and
Nb8COH4, respectively. Note the en-
hanced intensity for the Nb8COH4

feature in the mass spectra.
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products NbnCO are detected for n�3 and n�8 and 10.
Second, for n=10, only the nondehydrogenated product
Nb10CH3OH /Nb10COH4 is observed. Third, for n=8, both
dehydrogenated and nondehydrogenated products are de-
tected simultaneously, such as Nb8CO /CNb8O and
Nb8CH3OH /Nb8COH4. This size dependent behavior indi-
cates the diverse dehydrogenation barriers existing for the
reaction of Nbn clusters with CH3OH, as discussed below for
these distinct cases:

�1� For n=3–11 and n�8 and 10, detection of fully dehy-
drogenated products indicates that the barrier for dehy-
drogenation of intermediate products NbnCH3OH must
be lower than the initial reactant energy of Nbn

+CH3OH. In the flow tube reactor, Nbn clusters gener-
ated from laser ablation are cooled to �300–400 K
due to a large number of collisions with the helium
buffer gas. Therefore, if a high barrier exists for the
CH3OH dehydrogenation on Nbn clusters, association
products NbnCH3OH should be observed in the mass
spectrum �Fig. 4�b��; however, only the fully dehydro-
genated products NbnCO /CNbnO are detected.

�2� For n=10, instead of dehydrogenation products, only
association products Nb10�CH3OH�1,2 are observed, in-
dicating that the dehydrogenation barriers for
Nb10�CH3OH�1,2 must be higher than the initial energy
of Nb10+CH3OH. On the contrary, neither the associa-
tion product Nb10CH3OH nor the dehydrogenated
product Nb10CO is observed in the pickup cell experi-
ment. A similar behavior has been found for reaction of
Nb10+CO, in that the Nb10CO signal is significantly
weaker than the other NbnCO �n�10� signals in the

pickup cell experiment, but it is not weaker than the
other cluster signals in the flow tube experiment.25

These results illustrate that the binding energy between
Nb10 and CO is weak and that cooling the Nb10CO
association cluster in the flow tube reactor can help us
to stabilize the weakly bound product: collisional cool-
ing of intermediates does not occur in the pickup cell.
Thus, a weakly bound molecular adsorption cluster be-
tween Nb10 and CH3OH is similar to Nb10CO and can
only occur in the flow tube reactor. Dehydrogenation of
hydrocarbon compounds on transition metal surfaces
must involve a hydrogen atom transfer to a metal
atom.35 Furthermore, a weakly bound association com-
plex indicates a relatively long distance between the
associated Nb10 and CH3OH moieties and a relatively
high barrier for hydrogen atom transfer from carbon
and/or oxygen to niobium. Thus, only association prod-
ucts are observed for Nb10+CH3OH in the flow tube
experiment.

�3� For n=8, two peaks, a dehydrogenated product
Nb8CO /CNb8O and a nondehydrogenated product
Nb8CH3OH /Nb8COH4, are observed in the mass spec-
trum of Nbn+CH3OH, as shown in Fig. 4�b�. One can
estimate that the dehydrogenation barrier for
Nb8CH3OH is close to the initial reactant energy of
Nb8+CH3OH. In the flow tube experiment, some
Nb8CH3OH /Nb8COH4 intermediates are stabilized
through collision with helium gas, and some can sur-
mount the dehydrogenation barrier to produce
Nb8CO /CNb8O. Consequently, the barrier height for
dehydrogenation of CH3OH on Nbn clusters, from high

FIG. 4. �Color online� Product distri-
bution for the reaction of Vn �a�, Nbn

�b�, and Tan �c� �n=7–10� with 55,
92, and 147 ppm CH3OH in a flow
tube reactor, respectively. Ionization
is by a 193 nm laser at a fluence of
200 �J /cm2. �, �, �, �, �, and �
indicate carbide impurities, oxide
impurities, MnCO, Mn�CO�2,
Nbn�COH4�2 /Nbn�CH3OH�2, and
NbnCOH4 /NbnCH3OH, respectively.
Note that except for Nb8 and Nb10,
CH3OH is dehydrogenated on all the
metal clusters.
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to low, is suggested to be Nb10�Nb8�Nbn �n�8 and
10�.

B. Reaction of Nbn clusters with CO+H2

The stable species Nb8CH3OH /Nb8COH4 is observed as
a product for the reaction of Nbn clusters with CO+H2. In
the flow tube experiment, hydrogen association products
Nb8COH2k �k=1,2 ,3 , . . . � are observed, as shown in Fig.
1�d�; however, hydrogen association products with bare
metal clusters Nb8H2k �k=1,2 ,3 , . . . � are not detected in ei-
ther reaction with H2 �Fig. 1�c�� or with mixture gases CO
+H2 �Fig. 1�d��. Thus, CO adsorption on the Nb8 surface
prior to H2 is suggested because adsorption of H2 on a Nb8

cluster has a relatively high barrier or a relatively low de-
sorption energy.23 The electronic structure of Nb8 is changed
by CO adsorption leading to a decrease of the hydrogen ad-
sorption barrier �lower than the initial energy, Nb8+CO
+H2�. Therefore, Nb8COH2k species are observed in the
mass spectrum of Fig. 1�d�. An intense mass peak,
Nb8COH4, identified in the mass spectra in Figs. 1�d� and 2,
is always stronger than its neighbor mass peaks Nb8COH2

and Nb8COH6 under the condition of different hydrogen
concentrations in the flow tube reactor. This behavior is dif-
ferent from that of other Nbn clusters. For n=10, neither
hydrogen association products Nb10H2k nor Nb10COH2k are
observed due to a weak bond between hydrogen molecules
and Nb10 and Nb10CO or a high adsorption barrier as above
for Nb8. The pickup cell experiment25 suggests that the bind-
ing energy of Nb10 with CO is low and thereby, the chemical
behavior of Nb10 and Nb10CO toward adsorption of H2 can
be expected to be similar. Thus, no H2 adsorption on Nb10

and Nb10CO is observed, as shown in Figs. 1�d� and 2. For
n�3 and n�8 and 10, one or more hydrogen association
products NbnCOH2k �k=1,2 ,3 , . . . � are observed in our flow
tube experiments, as shown in Fig. 1�d�, and mass peak in-
tensities of hydrogen rich clusters decrease with the number
of adsorbed hydrogen molecules, e.g., Nb7COH2

�Nb7COH4�Nb7COH6. This observation indicates that hy-
drogen adsorption is controlled by a kinetic process; this
process is also confirmed by the change of NbnCOH2k rela-
tive intensity with change in CO /H2 concentration �see Fig.
2�. For example, Nb7COH2 is the most intense mass peak for
low �0.2%� hydrogen concentration, while Nb7COH6 is the
most intense peak for high �5%� hydrogen concentration in
the flow tube reactor. Thus, Nb8COH4 is a stable structure,
and its formation is controlled by dynamic energetic pro-
cesses �temperature, barrier, electronic structure,…� rather
than by adsorption kinetics. This result is strongly supported
by the results of the Nbn cluster reactions with CH3OH, as
discussed above.

The product Nb8COH4 is observed in mass spectra for
the reaction of Nb8 with CO+H2, but the structure of
Nb8COH4 cannot be directly identified. Nb8COH4 has sev-
eral possible structures: �1� CH3OH adsorbed on Nb8, �2�
CO molecularly adsorbed on Nb8 with four hydrogen atoms
dissociatively adsorbed on Nb8, �3� both CO and four hydro-
gen atoms dissociatively adsorbed on Nb8, �4� CO dissocia-
tively adsorbed on Nb8 and four hydrogen atoms dissocia-

tively adsorbed on CO ligand, and other possibilities.
Infrared spectroscopy to detect C–H and/or O–H vibrations
of Nb8COH4 /Nb8CH3OH would be a useful method to ex-
plore product structure. Unfortunately, infrared multiphoton
dissociation experiments do not produce a change in the ap-
propriate mass channels due to very weak signals and/or
cross section issues, and Nb8CH3OH�Ar�n neutral clusters
apparently do not form in our experiments because these
clusters are too hot for weak van der Waals bonds to form
and stabilize.

C. Mechanism of methanol formation on Nb8 cluster:
DFT calculations

The observation of a stable Nb8COH4 product in both
reactions of Nb8+CO+H2 and Nb8+CH3OH suggests that
CH3OH can be generated on Nb8 by the following reaction
��H=−1.05 eV based on DFT calculations� presented below
and in Fig. 5:

Nb8 + CO + 2H2 → Nb8COH4 → Nb8 + CH3OH. �2�

DFT calculations are performed at the
BPW91 /LANL2DZ /6-311+G�2d , p� level to explore the
possibility of CH3OH formation on a Nb8 cluster through
reaction �2�. In these DFT calculations, the lowest spin states
of all calculated structures of the Nb8 cluster and intermedi-
ates are singlets. To have an idea of the validity of the
adopted DFT method and basis function, Table I summarizes
some calculated and available experimental adiabatic ioniza-
tion energies of Nbn and related clusters NbnCO /CNbnO
�n=3 and 8�. The adiabatic ionization energies for Nb3 and
Nb8 clusters are 5.88 and 5.35 eV, which are in good agree-
ment with experimental data of 5.81 and 5.48 eV,39 respec-
tively. Our calculational results are better than those obtained
at the B3P86/LANL2DZ level.34 For the dissociatively ad-
sorbed CO cluster CNb3O, the ionization energy is predicted
to be 6.03 eV, also in agreement with 5.82��0.02� eV as
measured by photoionization efficiency spectroscopy.34 The
calculated binding energies of CO with Nb3 are larger by
0.64–0.90 eV at the B3P86/LANL2DZ level than those at
the BPW91 /LANL2DZ /6-311+G�2d� level, as listed in the
last column of Table I.

The potential energy surface profile for CH3OH forma-
tion from CO+H2 on neutral Nb8 clusters is shown in Fig. 5.
The structures of intermediates and transition states on this
surface are schematically shown in Fig. 6. The minima con-
nected by a given transition state are confirmed by intrinsic
reaction coordinate calculations as manipulated in the
GAUSSIAN 03 program. As shown in Fig. 5, the first step,
molecular adsorption of CO on the Nb8 cluster to form
Nb8CO, is an exothermic reaction. Via transition state TS0,
the molecular adsorption product Nb8CO can transform to a
dissociative adsorption product CNb8O �shown by the dash
line in Fig. 5�. Thus, dissociative adsorption or molecular
adsorption strongly depends on the details of the metals and
adsorbed molecules.34,40 A H2 adsorption channel for disso-
ciation of one hydrogen molecule on Nb8 and formation of
Nb8HH�CO� is available, and a more favorable pathway
with H2 molecules is present in the reaction. Therefore, dis-
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sociative adsorption of CO on Nb8 cluster will be inhibited
for the reaction of Nb8 with CO+H2.

Molecular adsorption of CO on the Nb8 cluster allows
CH3OH to be formed on Nb8 through reaction with CO
+2H2, as illustrated by the solid lines connecting transition
states TSx �x=1, 2, 3, and 4� and reaction intermediates in
Fig. 5. After molecular adsorption of CO, one hydrogen mol-
ecule is first dissociatively adsorbed on Nb8CO forming
Nb8HH�CO�. These two hydrogen atoms transfer from the
Nb8 moiety to the CO ligand, one by one, by surmounting
transition states TS1 and TS2, and Nb8�CH2O� is formed.
Subsequently, another adsorbed hydrogen molecule is disso-
ciated on the Nb8�CH2O� cluster, and one hydrogen atom
transfers to the CO ligand and another one still stays on the
Nb8 moiety. A stable intermediate Nb8HH�CH2O� �2.75 eV
lower than the initial energy� is formed, as shown in Figs. 5
and 6. The transfer of the last H atom leads to Nb8�CH3OH�
via TS4 and finally generates product Nb8+CH3OH. Based
on DFT calculations, the overall reaction of Nb8+CO+2H2

→Nb8+CH3OH is barrierless and thermodynamically favor-
able. Free CH3OH molecules cannot be detected by single
photon ionization from a 193 nm laser—the ionization en-
ergy of CH3OH is �10.84 eV.41

The key step for methanol formation on neutral Nb8

clusters is that CO must be molecularly adsorbed on the Nb8

cluster surface. If CO were to dissociate rapidly on the clus-
ters to form CNbnO before collision with hydrogen mol-
ecules, recombination of carbon and oxygen atoms would
not be possible, and transfer of hydrogen atoms to form
methanol could not occur. Thus, the CO dissociation rate
constant on the clusters is an essential parameter for the for-
mation of methanol. According to Rice-Ramsberger-Kassel-
Markus �RRKM� theory, the dissociation reaction rate con-
stant for NbnCO→CNbnO is given by

kdis = ��1 − E0/E�S−1,

in which � is the effective frequency of the NbnCO dissocia-
tion coordinate vibration ��=3�1012 s−1, � 100 cm−1 is as-
sumed�, S �intermolecular degrees of freedom� =3n−6, E0 is
the activation energy, E is the total energy E=Ea+Ek+Ev, Ea

is the association energy given by E�NbnCO�− �E�Nbn�
+E�CO��, Ek is the center of mass kinetic energy
��0.3 eV�, and Ev is the vibrational energy, given by �3n
−6�kTv. A vibrational temperature of 350 K �reasonable for
the flow tube reactor� is assumed. For Nb8 cluster, E0

=1.48−0.14=1.34 eV and E=1.48+0.3+0.72=2.50 eV, as
shown in Fig. 5. Based on the RRKM calculation, the reac-
tion rate constant k8=6.41�104 s−1, and the lifetime of the
transition state �t8=1 /k8� is around 15.6 �s. These results
indicate that CO remains molecularly adsorbed on Nb8 clus-
ter surface and the intermediate Nb8CO can undergo many
collisions with hydrogen molecules before CO dissociates on
the cluster. Consequently, hydrogen molecules are adsorbed
and a potential reaction pathway for methanol formation is
displayed in Fig. 5.

The CO dissociation rate constants on Nb3, Nb4, and Nb7

are likewise calculated as 3.18�1010, 3.71�108, and 5.41
�107 s−1, respectively, as listed in Table II. Note that the
rate constants k3, k4, and k7 are much larger than k8, which
suggests that CO is rapidly dissociated �within nanoseconds�
to CNbnO on the Nbn clusters �n=3, 4, and 7� prior to col-
lision with H2 /He. Thus, methanol formation is suppressed

FIG. 5. A potential energy surface profile for the reac-
tion Nb8+CO+2H2→Nb8+CH3OH. Energies are in
eV and relative to the initial reactant energy of Nb8

+CO+2H2. Energy levels are calculated by
BPW91 /LANL2DZ /6-311+G�2d , p�. See text for
details.

TABLE I. Adiabatic ionization energies �IEs� and binding energies of neu-
tral Nb3, Nb3CO, CNb3O, Nb8, Nb8CO, and CNb8O, as calculated by
BPW91 /LANL2DZ /6-311+G�2d�.

Clusters Calc. IE �eV� Expt. IE �eV� Binding energy �eV�

Nb3 5.88 /6.8a 5.81b
¯

Nb3CO 5.46 /6.6a
¯ 1.96 /2.60a

CNb3O 6.03 /6.8a 5.82a 2.89 /3.79a

Nb8 5.35 5.48b
¯

Nb8CO 5.26 ¯ 1.45
CNb8O 5.34 ¯ 2.28

aReference 34.
bReference 39.
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on Nbn �n�8� cluster surfaces as CO can dissociate on these
clusters before the NbnCO intermediate can adsorb a hydro-
gen molecule. In addition, as seen from Table II, the associa-
tion energy of Nb10CO is estimated at 1.23 eV �lower than
for other clusters�, and the Nb10CO bond is the weakest of all
those calculated. This trend is in good agreement with the
literature25,30 and our experimental results.

While proving a negative, that is, that Nbn �n�8� does
not support the reaction CO+2H2→CH3OH, is notoriously
difficult, the above calculations and discussion point out that
the path chosen for Nb8 to generate methanol from CO and
H2 is not readily available to clusters of similar size �n
=3–10 and n�8�.

Additionally, no obvious systematic, size dependent be-
havior is observed for the reactions of Mn �M=V and Ta�
with CO+H2 and CH3OH. For reactions of Vn and Tan clus-
ters with CH3OH, all adsorbed products are fully dehydro-
genated; this means that the dehydrogenation barriers for
such reactions are lower than the initial energies for Mn

+CH3OH. No special mass peak for MnCOH4 �M=V and
Ta� is observed for reactions of Vn and Tan clusters with
CO+H2, either in the flow tube reactor or pickup cell. As can
be surmised from Fig. 5, other metal clusters �Mn=Vn, Nbn,
and Tan, but Mn�Nb8� do not form CH3OH in such a reac-

tion because the hydrogen transfer barriers for MnCO are
probably too high. Additionally, if the hydrogen transfer bar-
riers are relatively low and some CH3OH is formed on Mn

clusters, MnCH3OH should readily dehydrogenate to
MnCO /CMnO due to the low dehydrogenation barriers.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Reaction of CO with H2 on neutral Vn, Nbn, and Tan

clusters in the gas phase is explored by employing a flow
tube reactor and a time of flight mass spectrometer with
193 nm single photon ionization. A strong size dependent
reactivity of Nbn toward CO, H2, and CH3OH is character-
ized. A stable product Nb8COH4 is identified for reactions of
both Nbn+CO+H2 and Nbn+CH3OH, which suggests that
CH3OH is formed on the Nb8 cluster through reaction of
Nb8+CO+2H2. Furthermore, theoretical DFT calculations
indicate that the reaction of Nb8+CO+2H2→Nb8+CH3OH
is barrierless and thermodynamically and kinetically favor-
able. According to our DFT calculations, stable structures are
formed for Nb8HH�CH2O�, Nb8H�CH3O�, and
Nb8�CH3OH� species on the reaction potential energy sur-
face. For all other Vn, Nbn �n�8�, and Tan clusters, either
the hydrogen transfer barrier is high so that CH3OH forma-
tion does not occur or the hydrogen transfer barrier is low
enough so that CH3OH is formed, but it is not preserved on
the clusters due to a low dehydrogenation barrier.
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